VENTILATION
CLASSROOM
The D+H solution for safe and automated
ventilation in classrooms
Controlled natural ventilation reduces the risk of infection by
aerosols. Fresh air also boosts one’s ability to concentrate and
creates a safe learning atmosphere. When windows are open
wide, fresh air from outside displaces the stale air and effectively
dissipates aerosols. An automated ventilation solution from D+H
provides fresh air within freely configurable time intervals (beginning, duration), or when a defined CO2 value has been exceeded. If necessary, window opening can be activated manually at
any time. This means that this D+H solution complies with the
most important recommendations from the German Ministries
of Education and the Environment.
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User interface
Guaranteed security through password protection and user
management when operating the ventilation system. Easy-to-select modes for classroom ventilation: manual mode, time-based
automatic mode or CO2 value-based mode (when a default
value is exceeded). The end of the ventilation time can be customized on a daily basis. Daily purge ventilation can also be run
before the start of class.

Window drives
The extremely quiet chain drives can automatically and seamlessly open and close all windows and keep them in an open
position. D+H window drives are burglar-proof, equipped with
closing edge protection and meet all the necessary safety

Intuitive user interface with
CO2 traffic light and current CO2 value.

requirements.

The advantages
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CO2 sensor
Automatically opens classroom windows as soon as the propor-

Safe and convenient ventilation based on the

tion of CO2 in the air exceeds a default limit value.

recommendations from the German Ministries of
Education and the Environment
Intuitive user interface, protected from
impermissible operation
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Presence detector (optional)

Manual or automatic operation based on a set

Prevents dangers as soon as someone is in the swivel range

time or CO2 limit value

of the closing window.

D+H Mechatronic AG
D+H Mechatronic AG, headquartered in Ammersbek near
Hamburg, has been driving the SHEV (smoke and heat exhaust
ventilation) and ventilation industry forward for more than 50
years with high-precision window drives and control technologies as an innovative, market-defining, family-run company. Approximately 250 employees at the headquarters and a total of
550 colleagues worldwide are working to deliver optimal indoor
climate and comfort, as well as sufficient air to breathe in case
of fire. From international airports to large shopping centres, architecturally complex museums to sophisticated office buildings
and sports stadiums, D+H brings intelligent and certified system
solutions for state-of-the-art building automation to any façade
or roof. As architects, planners, metalworkers, façade builders
and system vendors know, seeing D+H on a product guarantees
not only "Made in Germany" quality, but also exceptional service, knowledge and experience. The D+H Group now consists
of nine subsidiaries, their branches and a unique service and
sales network spanning over 40 countries. We call this BUILDING ATMOSPHERE.

D+H products can also supply fresh air to
entire buildings automatically. You can learn
more about D+H solutions for many ventilation scenarios, from small to complex, on
our website:

www.dh-partner.com/en/healthy-ventilation.html

Find your contact person here:

D+H Mechatronic AG
Georg-Sasse-Strasse 28-32
22949 Ammersbek, Germany
Phone: +49 4060565-0

E-mail:

info@dh-partner.com

WWW.DH-PARTNER.COM

